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10-11:00 Talent Development Introduction
• TDE
• Rocky road
• HookedforLife
• Pathway Ribbons

11:15-12:30     Technical Development

1:15-2:45 Pitch Session 1: Technical Development

3:00-4:15 Pitch Session 2: PCA and Game Play for goalscoring

All resources, presentations, videos, exercises, physical programme shared 
via Google Drive (but I need your emails)





What should an effective TD 
pathway look like within complex pathways?

The pathway of athletes from early stages of 
development to elite level 

Understanding that each element within this pathway 
interacts to facilitate or hinder progression (English et al. 
2018)

Long Term nature of Talent Development 
Win at all cost/competitiveness



• 27 international female hockey players and 14 pathway staff members from across the 
talent development pathway

• semi-structured focus groups. 
• An inductive–deductive thematic analysis was conducted. 
• Results suggest that:
• the talent development environment provides a long-term development experience 

supplemented with individual athlete attention at international level. 
• However, a general lack of coherence and systematic development was evident across 

the talent development environment contexts with varying levels of coherence found 
within the higher-order themes of appropriate development, not early success, 
individualised and ongoing development, and wide-ranging coherent messages and 
support. 

• This highlights a need for improved direction from the National Governing Body if 
systematic coherence towards talent development is to be achieved. 



Workshop aims & outcomes

Macro (systemic) and micro 
(coaching) view of talent 
development

Understand what an 
effective TD pathway look 
like

Key components of 
effective talent 
development environment

Appreciate the need for 
athlete Centred coaching 
for TD

Key technical 
developments

Key technical 
developments needed and 
coaching points

Physical Development
– Onfield S and C
- Using Games

Decision Making Priorities



Filling the HI Void 
- drawing upon…..

• Junior World Cup
South Africa, April 22

• U23 5 Nations
UCD, June 22

• Women’s World Cup
Amsterdam, July 22

• U21 Women’s Europeans 
Belgium, July 22



European Comparison
• Netherlands

• U14-U18 club national leagues and x3 training, Regional training
• U21 2 Days per week plus x3 club

• Belgium – BE Gold
• U16-U18 club national leagues, x3 club training
• U21 2 Days per week plus x3 club

• Germany – Regional Institutes
• Club x3
• Regional technical sessions – x1-5 per week
• National sessions

• Spain



Talent 
Development 
Environments 
Martindale et al 

(2005, 2007, 2010, 
2013)



Preparing for the Game 
of the Future?



Further information on the Fulham Academy and details of its Category One Status can be found at: www.fulhamfc.com

Please email all player requests to Talent ID Day Coordinator David Langridge at: dlangridge@fulhamfc.com 

Further information...

Fulham Talent
Identification Day
Sunday 25th September 2016 Venue
Fulham Football Club is on the search for new talent and 
will be holding a talent Identification Day on Sunday 25th 
September 2016 at the Surrey Sports Park.

You can nominate a maximum of three players, who you feel 
have the abilities to compete at academy level, by emailing the 
address below. 

Please include player names, date of birth and preferred 
position.

Once this request has been received, you will then be sent a 
medical form, map and further details regarding the format of 
the day. The event is free of charge.

Surrey Sports Park, University Of Surrey,
Richard Meyjes Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2 7AD

Times
Under-5s & Under-6s: 10:00 – 11:00

Under-11s: 11:30 – 12:30

“I would encourage anyaspiring footballers to take this 
opportunity to be considered by our 

Academy. All players will be observed by 
our Talent Identification Department along 
with our age specific Academy Coaches.  

The players will be given the chance to play
in a game situation throughout the day to 

showcase their talents”. Huw Jennings,Academy Director

Under-7s & Under-8s: 10:00 – 11:00

Under-9s & Under-10s: 11:30 – 12:30
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Talent ID Considerations

• Early Specialisation

• Relative Age Effect

• Late Maturers – Jordon, Drogba (14), Randy Johnson (25)

• Bio-Banding

• Psychological effect of late development



Talent ID and 
Development

• Successful elite athletes possess a host of psychological characteristics
Self-confidence, coping strategies for anxiety and obstacles, competitiveness, intrinsic motivation, 
the ability to set goals and to block out distractions, being committed, determined and willing to 
persevere in the face of difficulties and challenges (Holt et al. 2004; Martindale et al. 2005; Hill et 
al. 2015)

• Technical ability at young age does not seem to predict selection to professional adult soccer, 
rather the possession of certain psychological competencies (Holt et al. 2004)
• 4 major psychological competencies central to success in soccer:
• Commitment, resilience, discipline and social support

• It is only psychological skills that distinguish future performance levels and staying power at an 
elite level (Martindale et al. 2005) 



Talent Development pathway types 

Develops specific ‘team’ 
performers

Progress FAST
Adaptability LOW

Will only work with very 
self-motivated 
performers

Progress may be LIMITED
Adaptability HIGH

The Goldilocks – not 
too much variation 
but not too little. 
JUST RIGHT!

Performer Entry

Senior/International Level

Progress Along 
Pathway



Rocky Road to 
Success

• Successful progression from 
youth to senior elite level is 
accompanied with countless 
challenges, transitions and 
obstacles being overcome by 
the athlete all key components 
along the way 

•
(Collins & MacNamara, 2012; 
Bailey & Collins, 2013)





Discussion:  Creating a rocky road……..

• Sarah Kelleher (England U18, now Ireland AC)



• Develop a Long-Term Vision, Purpose 
& Identity

• Develop Systematic Planning and 
Implementation

• Provide Coherent Reinforcement at a 
variety of levels

• Coherent Philosophy of development
• Role Models and support networks
• Open honest communication



• Holistically aligned with collective understanding
• Built on coherent coaching and delivery
• Athlete Centred
• Aligned competition structures

The HookedforLife Vision
Keep it simple – values that are workable and clear

Aligned coach 
delivery

Holistic & 
Coherent

Provinces

JAGs

Sc
ho

ol
s

Clubs

Sc
ho

ols Club

Province
s & JAGs

Schools

Clubs Province
s & JAGs

Athlete 
centred

Principles of Development:
• Coherent
• Long term aims
• Individualised 
• Coach and teacher driven
• Diversification

• Develop a Long-Term Vision, 
Purpose & Identity

• Develop Systematic Planning and 
Implementation

• Provide Coherent Reinforcement 
at a variety of levels

• Coherent Philosophy of 
development

• Role Models and support 
networks

• Open honest communication



HookedforLife
Performance Pathway                                           Overiding Principles

Overiding Principles

The importance of a long-term developmental focus
as central to the pathway at all levels

Provides young players with a progressive
developmental programme that equips them with
the skills (technical, tactical, physical, psycho-
behavioural), motivation and confidence to reach
their potential.

Recognises the symbiotic relationship that should
exist between club, school, province, and National
and the need for key stakeholders to work together
within a holistic and coherent model.

Recognises the central role that coaches play in the
development of young players by providing coaches
with an appropriate CPD programme that supports
their long-term development as key agents of
change.

Aligned coach 
delivery

Holistic & 
Coherent

Provinces

JAGs

Sc
ho

ol
s

Clubs

Sc
ho

ols Club

Provinces 
& JAGs

Schools

Clubs Provinces 
& JAGs

Athlete 
centred



HookedforLife
Performance Pathway.                                                                                            Principles of Coaching Ribbons

An effective Development Coach profile?

Understands the technical, tactical, physical and psycho-
behavioural development of young hockey players and 
applies the appropriate coaching toolkit that develop 
these components.

Demonstrates the importance of, and work towards, a 
coherent, consistent and shared understanding of long-
term focused player development respecting that each 
young athlete is a unique person with differences to 
others.

Takes ownership over their own self improvement and 
becomes a more reflective coach

Recognises the importance of, and work towards, a 
coherent, consistent and shared understanding of long-
term player development

Coaches with an appropriate games-based and player 
centred coaching and games programme including 
constant activity and questioning.

Long Term focused & 
challenging

Reflective & Self-
improvement 

Constant Decisions & 
coach questions

Respectful of 
differences

Constant 
Activity & with 

transition 

Games 
Based with 
individual 

focus



Athlete-
Centred 
Coaching

Your approach, methods and decisions are in the individual 
players best interests

• Remember - every player is unique

• Developmentally appropriate environment
• Self improvement = success

• Focus on process and performance goals and feedback 
(regularly)

• Enhance autonomy by including the athletes
• Beware of your inner “conquest” & egotistical desires!



An athlete 
centred 
coach 
often……

• set their own goals & have an intrinsic desire to reach them

• enjoy their sport and show enthusiasm

• develop self-efficacy and confidence in their ability and are 
enabled to control results produced by their skill and effort  

• understand that they contribute and take responsibility for 
their learning and direction

• are accountable for their actions

• are resourceful and innovative 

• feel that they are important because of coaches’ actions in 
understanding the athletes (e.g. listening, empathy)

• understand that there is a mutual trust and respect  

• cooperate to enhance mutual goals and directions

• are more coachable because they have freedom and choice  

• are highly committed to achieving levels of excellence

• are willing to engage totally in what they believe



Open Discussion on 
Athlete-centred coaching

• Relationship accelerators….building connection
• Showing care….. wishing them luck
• Know their “WHYs” – why they are there and ensure they know you are 

there to help them understand you are there for them to help them deliver 
their why….

• 1-2-1 meetings
• Model vulnerability – being authentic (be yourself). Be open without 

burdening them (I don’t know but let’s try this)
• Understanding the type of person (introvert vs extrovert)
• Being accountable





TECHNICAL RIBBONS INTRODUCTION
The technical ribbons underpin all technical aspects of the 

game and should be considered for inclusion in all technical 

Exercises and games to maximise and enhance player development.

The rational for inclusion of each technical ribbon follows an analysis of current

national team players in comparison to some world class players. We have

prioritised areas in which junior national coaches are constantly having to

develop. Each technical area should best equip players in the longer term even

though initial development may be harder and progress slightly slower. Junior

coaches should consider how possessing will massively maximise players’

potential in the longer term.

2. 

Dynamic

1. E
yes Up

3.On Move

4. Feet

forward 

first



Primary Technical Ribbons
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Overiding Principles
The importance of a long-term developmental focus as central to the
pathway at all levels. This provides young players with a progressive
developmental programme that equips them with the skills (technical,
tactical, physical, psycho-behavioural), motivation and confidence to reach
their potential.

Recognises the symbiotic relationship that should exist between club,
school, province, and National and the need for key stakeholders to work
together within a holistic and coherent model.

Recognises the central role that coaches play in the development of young
players by providing coaches with an appropriate CPD programme that
supports their long-term development as key agents of change. The
technical ribbons are as follows:

1. Eye’s Up – a player’s ability to pre-scan and possess the ball with their
eye’s up is critical to skill execution and effective decision making. The
ability for players to do this under defensive pressure is essential.

2. On Move – all activities, even the most basic techniques (such as hitting
& pushing) should be coached so that players can do them on the move

3. Dynamic – starting from an early age players should be coached to
receive the ball dynamically with their first touch rather than purely
trapping or stopping the ball. With time this allows players to progress
quickly with their next action such as eliminating with their first touch.

4. Feet Forward First – To enhance the ability for Irish player’s to be direct
and positive in their play they should be coached to have a forward
focus as first priority. Critically, a player’s feet are facing in the
direction they are attacking this will support this concept.



A player’s ability 
to pre-scan and 
possess the ball 
with their eye’s up 
is critical to skill 
execution & 
effective decision 
making.  The 
ability for players 
to do this under 
defensive pressure 
is essential.

1. Eyes Up



2. On Move:
all activities, 
even the most 
basic techniques 
(such as hitting & 
pushing) should 
be coached so 
that players can 
do them on the 
move



3. Dynamic 
Receiving:
Starting from an early 
age players should be 
coached to receive the 
ball dynamically with 
their first touch rather 
than purely trapping or 
stopping the ball.  
With time this allows 
players to progress 
quickly with their next 
action such as 
eliminating with their 
1st touch.



4. Feet Forward First:
To enhance the ability 
for Irish player’s to be 
direct and positive in 
their play they should 
be coached to have a 
forward focus as first 
priority.  
Critically, a player’s feet 
are facing in the 
direction they are 
attacking this will 
support this concept.   



The Belgium Hockey’s BeGold - Principles



Open Discussion

• Comment?



With thanks to: Orlaith Curran.  
UCD, IRFU, Hockey Ireland



Primary 
Psychological 

Ribbons
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adaptable

4. Decision 

makers
Underpinned by extensive research into the mental 
skills of successful international athletes, the 
pathway programme aims to systematically develop 
these skills progressively through the coaching 
program.

The following slides demonstrates the aligned and 
progressive approach to this development with an 
ultimate aim of developing autonomous athletes.
With the coach and coaching process at the heart of 
the development of the H4L mental skills training 
and resources will be developed to support athlete 
centred coaching of this nature.



Example;
Robust, resilient, 

adaptable
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Example:
Developing 

Decision Makers

2. Q
uality

 

practi
ce

1. Im
agery

3. Focus & 

distraction 
control

4. Realistic 

performance 

evaluations



DETERMINATION

(GRIT)

COACH LED 
GOAL SETTING

PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION

IMAGERY

SOCIAL SUPPORT

ASPIRING TO EXCELLENCE: AUTONOMOUS DEVELOPMENT ACHIEVED

STARTS TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR OWN  DEVELOPMENT

REALISATION OF COMPETENCE & SELF 
REINFORCEMENT

PLANNING & SELF 
ORGANISATION

GOAL SETTING

PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION & SELF 

AWARENESS
COMMITMENT & 
DETERMINATION

IMAGERY

FOCUS & DISTRACTION 
CONTROL

COPING WITH 
PRESSURE

QUALITY, GOAL DIRECTED TEAM 
AND INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE 

GOAL 
SETTING

PLANNING

PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION & SELF 

AWARENESS

FOCUS & 
DISTRACTION 

CONTROL

IMAGERYCOMMITMENTCOPING WITH 
PRESSURE

DEVELOPING GENERIC CHARACTERISTICS OF EXCELLENCE

U18-U21

U16

U14

RESILIENCE

SOCIAL 
SUPPORT

SEEKING/USING

SOCIAL SUPPORT 

RESILIENCE

U21-U23



The Goal of the Hooked for Life model is to recruit, capture, develop and retain players for life whilst maximizing their potential. The model is player centred with a view to providing a pathway in which a fun and enjoyable game is delivered through quality coaching. The model is developed around phases with age 
only as a guide. A player’s phase will be determined by their physical maturity, the level at which they play and when they enter the sport. Although the diagram is linear in its presentation it is recognized that many areas overlap across phases.  This overview has been developed to provide an easy to understand 
pathway for player development and to demonstrate what the player, coaching and game should look like at each phase for all to see and understand.  The model takes a bottom up approach. Starting at Phase 1, if we get every subsequent phase right, we are more likely to hold onto our players.

CO
RE

 D
ET

AIL
S Phase 1.  FUN 2. UNDERSTANDING 3. DEVELOPING 4. EXCELING 5. PERFORMANCE 6. ELITE Hockey 4 Life

Overview
Introduce fundamental movement skills (ABCs) with &  

without a stick using fun games and activities.  
Emphasis on fun.

Introduction of hockey specific skills along with further 
development of the ABCs. Emphasis on fun.

Technical areas developed increasing pressure & decision making with 
a focus on improving speed & vision. Player pathway splits at this phase 

with a recreational stream and a performance stream.

Players start to specialize in this phase whilst further 
developing game decision making. Greater emphasis 
is placed upon the training environment to prepare for 

competition.

Preparation focuses on developing the ability to compete. 
Training is planned to ensure players peak for key events in the 

competitive programme.

Elite athletes identified with the potential to play
on the world phase.

Hockey 4 Life can be summed up 
in 4 phrases:

FUN: Enjoyment of hockey whether as a 
player, parent, coach, umpire, volunteer, 
administrator or supporter

FRIENDS: Sociability through an involvement 
in a team sport, on or off the field

FITNESS: Health benefts associated with 
playing sport

FOR ALL: Opportunities to take part regard-
less of gender, age, sexuality, religion, ethnicity 
or ability

TH
E V

ISI
ON

The Coach ENCOURAGES PLAY EXPLORES PLAY EMPOWERS FACILITATES CHALLENGES DEMANDS

The Player PLAYS EXPLORES DEVELOPS SPECIALISES PERFORMS ACHIEVES

The Game FUN 4s (U10/U9)
J3 & J4 (NI), 2nd & 3rd class (ROI) and younger

SUPER 6s (U12/U11)
J5 & J6 (NI), 4th & 5th class (ROI)

EXTREME 8s (U14/U13)
J7 & Form 1 (NI), 6th class & 1st year (ROI). 

Recreational adults (11 a-side)
11 a side 11 a side 11 a side

Fun, Friends, Fitness, 
For all

Fun, Parents, Tricks 4 Sticks Fun, Parents, Tricks 4 Sticks Appropriate game formats based on ability
Playing with friends / peers

Youth Leader/ Transition Year Programmes
Overplaying Guidelines

As per Stage 3 plus:
Pathway from school to third level or club

Player welfare
Transfer of elite expertise to coaching, umpiring

or volunteering

Elite Player Transition Programme
Lifestyle management

Transfer of elite expertise to coaching (assimilation courses), 
umpiring or volunteering

AC
CE

SS
 AN

D 
CO

MP
ET

ITI
ON Access Club Youth Section

Primary Schools
Club Youth Section
Primary Schools

Club Youth Sections
Secondary School

Branch U14 Development Centres

Secondary School / Club
interprovincial teams (U16 / U18)

Club
Provincial Masters National Teams

Recreational
Competition

Friendly U9 or U10 Blitzes
Regional Festivals

Friendly local games
Provincial U12 Blitzes

Regional Festivals
National U11 /U12 Participation event

U14-U16 Provincial leagues
School leagues and competitions
U13/U14 National Competition

Recreational adult games

Domestic Leagues Div 2-below
Irish Junior Cup/Trophy/Challenge

Recreational adult games
Domestic Club Premier Leagues Masters

Performance or 
Elite Competition

Built on Rugby 7s principle
Regional Development Centres

‘U13/U14 national competition (Cup/Shield/Plate format)

U15 / U17 Interpros
U16 & U18 European Nations

U21 Interprovincials, Irish Hockey League, Irish Senior Cup, 
U18 European Nations, European Club Competition

European Cup / Champions Challenge
Olympic Games / World Cup

CO
AC

HI
NG

Courses Introductory Coaching Courses (Volunteers/Teachers) Introductory and Level 1 Level 1 to Level 2 Level 2
Level 3 (Development)

Level 3 (High Performance)
FIH Development Coaching Award

High Performance
FIH HP Coaching Award

Workshops Phase specific Stepping Stones Course Phase 2 Stepping Stone Course
IHA

Stepping Stones Courses
Youth Leader /TY program

Stepping Stones Courses
Hooked Coaching Conference

High Performance Course

IHA HP Workshop
EHF Coaching Course

High Performance Course
EHF Coaching Course

Resources
Hooked on Games

Building Blocks
Hooked on Fun

Building Blocks
Core Skills DVD

Hooked on Games

Core Skills DVD
Hooked on Games

Core Skills DVD
Hooked on Games

HP Video Clips
EHF / FIH Coaching resources & video

EHF / FIH Coaching resources & video
National Team coaching

TR
AIN

IN
G Length 45-60mins 60-75 mins Length 75-90 mins 90-120 mins 90-120mins 120-135mins

Game Play 40% 45% Physical 45% 10% (inclusion of separate sessions) 5% 5%
Movement Skills 60% 55% Technical 40& 40% 25% 15%

Fun 100% 100% Tactical 5% 25% 35% 40%
Plays 10% 25% 35% 40%

LATE STARTERS
If hockey is started at this age, players should cover the 
technical aspects of the Fun Phase before proceeding 
into this Phase.

If hockey is started at this age, players should cover the technical aspects 
of the Understanding Phase before proceeding into this Phase.

TE
CH

NI
CA

L -
 O

UT
FIE

LD

EARLY PHASE:
Movement skills the priority

Fun introductory stick and ball games•	
Introduce movement of the ball•	
Receiving the ball - forehand•	

LATE PHASE:
Movement skills still a priority•	
Fun stick and ball games developing vision•	
Ball carrying to include changes of direction•	
Develop movement of and receiving ball in motion•	

As per Phase 1 plus
Develop elimination skills to include 3D concepts, •	
minimal touches and vision
All passing and receiving techniques to be on move - •	
forehand and reverse
Introduction of basic defending process in 1 v 1 -  •	
close down, channel, dispossess

PRIMARY TARGETS
As per Phase 2 with a focus on

Increased pressure (and decreased space), vision, decision making•	
TECHNICAL AREAS:

Overload techniques for 2 v 1 & 3 v 2•	
All passing techniques at pace•	
Forehand/reverse & off both feet•	
Lifted passes – lateral and vertical•	
Aerial pass (overhead)•	
All receiving techniques at pace•	
 - Forehand & reverse
	•	Lead	runs	and	movement	to	receive	ball	–	with	vertical	philosophy
	•	Defending	–	Understanding	of	marking	position	and	cover
	•	Intercepting

 PRIMARY TARGETS
As per Phase 3 with a focus on delivering performance

TECHNICAL AREAS:
Phases 1-3 plus

Advanced elimination techniques with feints and 3D •	
skills
Overload techniques for 2 v 1 & 3 v 2•	
First time passing•	
Lead runs•	
Advanced defending techniques including shave/steal•	
Advanced goalscoring under pressure including tip ins•	
Position specific technical development•	

 PRIMARY TARGETS
As per Phase 4 with a focus on

Decision making and delivery of high standards of technical •	
competence and lack of technical breakdown under pressure

TECHNICAL AREAS:
Phases 1-4 plus•	
Advanced elimination techniques with feints and 3D skills•	
First time passing and scoring techniques including diving•	
Advanced defending techniques including diving•	
Advanced goalscoring under pressure and diving/improvising •	
techniques
Position specific development•	

PRIMARY TARGETS
International hockey is a rapidly changing and fast moving 
domain. It is the job of the National Senior Coaches to  
constantly review and update area with a focus on the following:

High level of technical competence performed under pressure•	
Training of basic and high level skills at maximal pace and •	
intensity
Maintaining high technical skill execution whilst fatigued and •	
under pressure

TA
CT

IC
AL

Direction of play•	
Awareness of space (in attack)•	
Restricting space (in defence)•	

Basic attacking principles linked to technical areas •	
through Conditioned Games
Basic defending principles linked to technical areas •	
through Conditioned Games
Players work in all positional areas of the pitch•	

Development of Vertical Philosophy into game play•	
Defending – understanding of marking position and cover•	
Double team defence•	

MID-LATE PHASE:
Introduction of 4-3-3 philosophy (with Centre Backs)•	
Introduction to Outletting•	
Introduction to Pressing – static and moving•	
Movement to create space•	

Development of Vertical Philosophy into game play•	
Outletting with Vertical philosophy and variation•	
Pressing high and deep•	
Counter attack•	

ADVANCED:
Movement patterns – lateral and vertical interchange•	
Playing against varied defences (ie half court)•	
Unbalancing in attack•	

Continuation of phase 4
Development of Vertical Philosophy into game play•	
Outletting with Vertical philosophy & variation•	
Movement patterns – lateral and vertical interchange•	
Counter attack & counter defence•	
Unbalancing in attack•	
Varying tactics within games•	
Applying tactics and systems•	

All aspects of phase 5 are still relevant at this level. The primary 
focus at this phase is developing the ability to respond to the 
opposition by changing tactics within matches.
                                              

Variation of tactics during phases of the game•	
Responding to opposition tactics and strategy during and •	
between matches

SE
T P

LA
YS

None None Introduction and development of a range Penalty Corner attacking skills•	
Penalty strokes•	

Further specialization of Penalty Corner attacking skills •	
(x2) and application with varied defensive set ups
Specialisation and delivery of a Penalty Corner Defending skills•	
Attacking frees circle & long corners•	

Delivery of Penalty Corner attacking skills and application •	
against defensive set ups
Delivery of defending skills with varied defensive set ups•	
Defending circle frees & corners•	

Delivered through specialist coaching and training sessions
Ability to deliver with disguise in all penalty corner attack  techniques                                                                      •	
Ability to change format (ie. Double castle) in penalty corner •	
attack /penalty corner defence. 
All players to have 2 specialist corner skills (min)•	

GK
s

Balance, co-ordination and footwork•	
Principle of let all players try (with lightweight balls)•	
Body position and movement•	
Saving and clearing with feet•	
Positioning in relation to ball and goal•	

Balance, co-ordination and footwork in kit•	
Further work on body position and movement•	
Saving and clearing with both feet•	
Save and clearing with hand and stick if ready•	
Narrowing angle and 1 v 1•	

Continuing work on Phase 1 & 2 skills (increasing pressure)•	
Save and clearing with hand and stick•	
Diving (if ready)•	
Smother techniques - both side (if ready)•	
Penalty corner defence skills including logging / penalty strokes•	
Communication and working with defenders•	

Continuing to work on Phase 2 & 3 areas•	
Diving•	
Combination saves (footwork/balance/speed between)•	
Contolling 8m area and saves with other areas of body•	
Focus on high and low drag flick saves•	
Set games focused on circle entries•	

All previous skills plus:
Ability to reposition at speed•	
Controlling rebound saves•	
Baseline saves and working with defenders•	

All previous areas worked at high intensity and whilst fatigued•	
Improvised saves ie. using head•	

PH
YS

IC
AL

, M
EN
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L, 

HE
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PHYSICAL:
Basic movement literacy with fun•	
Agility, balance & coordination developed through games in •	
short (< 5 seconds) bursts
Aerobic and anaerobic capacities developed through •	
games

MENTAL:
Having fun•	
Character Building•	
Fair Play and ethics (Sportsmanship)•	
Basic self awareness•	

HEALTH:
Hockey to form one of a variety of sports•	

DELIVERED BY: Coaches / teachers / parents

PHYSICAL:  
Sport Specific ABCs•	
Aerobic endurance to growth spurt•	
Strength developed through body weight exercises •	
Flexibility •	

MENTAL:
As per Phase 1•	
Character Building•	
Responsibility•	
Patience•	
Difference between right and wrong•	

HEALTH:
Hockey to form one of a variety of sports•	
25% fitness through hockey•	
Basics of healthy nutrition & hydration•	

LIFESTYLE SKILLS:
Positive Communication•	

DELIVERED BY: Coaches / teachers / parents

PHYSICAL: 
Reinforce ABCs due to challenges  of puberty•	
Speed training•	
Power training after growth spurt•	
Body strength after menstrual cycle (girls) & growth spurt (boys)•	
Flexibility •	

MENTAL:
Coping strategies - dealing with success and failure•	
Concentration•	
Handling competition•	
Decision making•	

HEALTH:
Hockey becomes the main specialist sport•	
Nutrition – increased  information on needs for athletes•	
Rest and active recovery•	

LIFESTYLE SKILLS:
Personal Responsibility•	
Basic Time Management•	

DELIVERED BY: Coaches, semi-specialists

PHYSICAL: 
Speed phase priority - early phase•	
Anaerobic training - end of phase•	
Introduction of core stability and rehab•	
Strength using body weight (Home Conditioning)•	

MENTAL:
Dealing with success and failure•	
Building confidence and self-motivation•	
Handling competition and increased pressure•	
Pre match strategies and routines•	
Target setting - short and long term•	
Distraction control - concentration and attention•	

HEALTH:
Hockey is main sport, but complementary sports •	
participation is encouraged
Importance of rest and recovery•	
Eating and drinking for sport•	
Injury prevention (and screening)•	

LIFESTYLE SKILLS:
Coping with transition•	
Dealing with social pressure•	
Time management•	

PHYSICAL: 
Periodised planning for key competitions•	
Introduction of free weight training techniques•	
Positional specific aerobic/anaerobic endurance•	
Speed - agility training towards competition•	

MENTAL:
High intensity training culture•	
Self-motivation•	
Critical evaluation of performance•	
Dealing with setbacks (contingency planning)•	
Confidence building techniques•	
Develop mental and physical practice plans•	
Regulating skill processes with skilled performance•	

HEALTH:
Managing time and life balance•	
Eat to match training/competition phase•	
Post match recovery•	

LIFESTYLE SKILLS:
Lifestyle choices and decision making•	

PHYSICAL: 
High level and individualised periodised plans•	
Weights sessions 2-3 times per week to include functional work •	
for specialist skills
Positional specific aerobic/anaerobic endurance phased •	
running programs
Speed/agility quickness work•	

MENTAL:
Individualised mental input and strategies•	
The role of thinking in developing elite performance•	
Self monitoring of goals•	
‘What if’ competition contigency planning strategies •	
Competition state and mindset•	

NUTRITION:
Individualised nutrition plans•	
24/7 hydration•	

OTHER:
Personalised recovery strategies and flexibility plan•	
Video analysis•	

LIFESTYLE SKILLS:
Media skills•	
Career transitions - life after playing•	

Irish Hockey Association
Newstead

University College Dublin
Belfield, Dublin 4

www.hockey.ie/hookedforlife 
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https://d1ssu070pg2v9i.cloudfront.net/pex/scottish_hockey/2020/01/14094238/GreatBritain_TalentDevelopmentFrameworkBooklet.pdf





Group Work:
What techniques have you used to increase 

player responsibility in goal setting and review



Increasing athlete responsibility: 



It’s a mindset….Dweck
Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

Derve Look smart in every situation and prove 
myself over and over again.  Never Fail!

Stretch myself, take risks and learn.  Bring on 
the challenges!

Evaluation of 
situations

Will I succeed of fail?
Will I look smart or dumb

Will this allow me to grow?
Will this help me to overcome my challenges

Dealing with 
setbacks

‘I’m a failure’
‘I’m an idiot’

‘I failed’ (action)
‘I will try harder next time’

Challenges Avoid challenges, get defensive or give up 
easily

Embrace challenges, persist in the face of 
setbacks.

Effort Why bother it’s not going to change anything. Growth and learning require my effort.

Criticism Ignore constructive criticism
Learn from criticism.  How can I 
change/improve?

Success of 
Others

Feel threatened by the success of others.  If you 
succeed then I fail.

Find lessons & inspiration in other peoples 
success.

Result Plateau early, achieve less than my potential Reach ever-higher levels of achievement



The PCDEQ2
(Thanks to Dr Aine MacNamara)
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Increasing responsibility / creating autonomy



Quality Practice: Shepherd Style

• Provide a target or exemplar of good behaviour (the lead sheep)
• Closest fit
• Advantages of change and desired behaviour

• Provide encouragement to move in that direction (good pasture)
• Reward for movement 
• Social proding! Public recognition

• Challenge/sanction those not making the movement (sheepdogs 
snapping at their heels)
• Selection?



National U16 Talent Pathway Competencies
Programme Components Primary Extension Focus Extension 

Activities

Program Profile:

▪ Training Sessions:
▪ Physical Sessions:  1x group S and C per week, 1 home strength & 1-2 running sessions
▪ Development Matches:           9 Development Matches
▪ Tournament Matches: 5 matches
▪ Program Outputs:              No. moving to (U21/23):     8-12  in National U21 squad, 8 playing in next U18 Europeans.  4 to 

move to seniors in 6 years                               

Technical Programme – all

· 1v1 Elimination skills utilising:
- Ball position
- Body and stick feints
- lateral drags
- 3D skills

· Dynamic passing skills – especially pushing off both feet at pace
· Hitting, clip hitting and slap hitting
· Dynamic receiving skills to play forward 
- Left to right
- Right to left
- From behind and on angles
· 1 v 1 defensive techniques: Closing down, distance, use of stick, channelling
· Goalscoring techniques

Technical 
Program

Positional

Defenders

· Longer Distance Passing Skills – Aerial, Hit, Slap 
· Aerials
· Strong Neutral Carry positions under pressure
· First touch around the back
· Marking positions in relation to ball
· Intercept skills 

Midfield

▪ Receiving to go forward
▪ Distribution on the move
▪ Carrying on angles (and relevant ball positions)
▪ Disguised passing into circle
▪ Pocket defending
▪ Interceptions

Forwards

▪ Lead and re-leading 
▪ Receiving to move out of contact
▪ Goalscoring Techniques ( Front/Backspace shooting)
▪ Deflection techniques
▪ 9 yard scoring techniques and rebounding

Tactical 
Emphasis Build-up

▪ Understanding of core structures
- Back 4 
- Back 3 – rolling RB/LB 
- Moving midfielder to forward line
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Tactical 
Emphasis

Build-up

▪ Understanding of core structures
Back 4 
Back 3 – rolling RB/LB 
Moving midfielder to forward line

Pressing

· Development of Formational structure 
· Zonal Framework in the first phase/ Creating press zones to step man to man or 

double team in those areas 
· Defined Press roles based on key skill sets

Transition ▪ SSG for turnover defence to attack
▪ Passing and receiving skills at pace on turnover

Handball
· Basic concept
· Entry points and techniques – deflections
· Creating space

Specialist 
Skills

Penalty Corner 
Attack

· Each player to have one core PCA skill (inject, stop, strike/flick)
· Early Focus on direct options. 

Individual Practice at each session 
Emphasis on PC skills as homework and 
camp to camp improvement

Penalty Corner 
Defence

· Each Player must practice a PCD role.
· Using 1 defensive base shape which can lead to varied PCD tactics. 
· Hierarchy in positions established in early phases of the program.

Physical 
Emphasis 

Goalkeeper

Outfield
Key fitness aims:
· Yo-yo:                   Aim for all field players over 17
· 10m sprint:          Below 1.95

Mental Skill Development
(PCDEs)

Starting to take responsibility for performance
Planning – using social support
Goal setting
Coping with Pressure
Personal performance evaluation
Resilience
Focus and distraction control
Imagery

Non Hockey based team activities
·

Nutritional Strategies

▪ Basic hydration and hydrating for performance 
▪ Basic fuelling for performance
▪ Match day nutrition and hydration
▪ Basic parental information and healthy snacks

·



Recommended reading 



Feedback

• One thing I learned that was new?

• One piece of practical advice that 
I will use?

• One aspect I would have liked 
more information on?

@davepeha



@davepeha


